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Greening our future
VISION
• To develop innovative, yet easy-to-understand and environmentally-friendly, products and services that  
 will empower people today and meet the needs of future generations.

RATIONALE
With the climate change crisis becoming more acute, AIS is committed to contributing to green growth and 
aims to manage our environmental footprint, both internally and externally. Our products and services have 
the potential to not only mitigate our environmental impact, but also to create value and empower green 
consumption. At the same time, our green network initiatives, internal energy management schemes, and 
electronic services development projects respond to the growing pressure for business to become more 
environmentally aware.

The road ahead
We are in the process of developing a line of green products and services through which we will continually 
develop our internal green network initiative and measure its impact. To respond to climate change and reduce 
our greenhouse gas emissions, we will continue to innovate and establish an eco-friendly culture that extends 
from AIS through our entire supply chain. Our green products and services will seek to both empower our 
customers and promote awareness of environmental impact.
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FRAMEWORK

Greening our Future

•	 To	develop	innovative,	yet	easy-to-understand	and	environmentally-friendly,	products	 
	 and	services	that	will	empower	people	today	and	meet	the	needs	of	future	generations.	

Mitigating	our	environmental	impact	
through	innovative	products	and	services

Managing	the	environmental	impact	of	
our	operations

•	 Reducing	the	environmental	impact	 
	 through	billing	and	payment	to	 
	 support	green	consumption

•	 Managing	energy	consumption	 
	 through	the	green	network	and	within	 
	 the	office	

•	 Managing	waste
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Mitigating environmental impact through innovative products and services

AIS has undertaken a wide range of initiatives to help lessen the environmental impact, particularly in the billing 
and payment stage of the customer lifecycle. With the aim of promoting environmental consciousness and 
empowering our customers, we believe the most powerful and evident impact we can make is through the 
billing and payment process. Primarily, AIS has focused on adapting to changing customer lifestyle choices, 
leveraging the advent of the internet and AIS’ own network to minimize the impact of customer transportation 
and cut down on paper usage.

Reducing our environmental impact through billing and payment to support green 
consumption

Postpaid customers

eStatementsxlviii We reduce paper consumption and mailing costs by sending invoices via email that look 
just like traditional invoices. Whereas we formerly sent invoices in the form of attachments, we now provide 
customers with a link to AIS eService, thereby reducing email bandwidth usage as well.

Sealed Statementsxlix For our customers who still choose to receive paper invoices, we have modified the 
thick envelope containing the invoice and other materials into a tri-fold piece of paper that contains the basic 
information. Should customers desire additional details of their phone usage, for example, on calls made 
abroad, the invoice is printed on an A4 sheet of paper and sealed in an envelope for that particular billing cycle.

PDF Statements on CD-Rom In addition to eStatements and sealed statements, we also provide statements 
to our customers on CD-Rom.

The total reduction in paper from eStatements, sealed statements, and PDF statements on CD-Rom are as 
follows:
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Paper	reduction	through	eServices	(EN26)

PDF	statements	on	CD-Rom

Sealed	statements

eStatements

135 130

0.23

0.49

171

32
13

22

Unit : Tons

Unit : Tons

Prepaid customers

IElectronic Top-Up. 
From the original and immensely popular top-up card that customers purchased from our shops, we have 
progressed to several electronic top-up channels such as automatic top-up machines, ATMs, phone banking, 
the internet and mPAY.  AIS already has more than 400,000 electronic top-up channels but is constantly looking 
to add more in a bid to increase the 80% of top-up payments currently made through electronic channels. 
To encourage our customers to use electronic top-up, we have lowered the top-up amount via electronic 
channels to as little as 10 baht per transaction compared to a minimum of 50 baht via the traditional scratch 
card. The electronic top-up will not only mitigate the energy requirement, but will also reduce the cost of 
production and logistics from 700 million baht per year to 72 million baht.

Number	of	eService	users	(EN26)
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These environmental impact initiatives have allowed AIS to: 
• Reduce paper consumption from letters, envelopes, brochures and cards. The combined paper  
 reduction in 2012 resulting from eTop-up, eStatement, eService and recycled paper Refill Cards  
 amounts to approximately 203 tons.

• Reduce customer and employee time and cost by providing new channels for self-transactions on mobile  
 phones and computers. Total costs saved by AIS in 2012 were approximately 35.7 million baht from  
 switching to eService payments, eService call detail requests, and paper and envelope reductions. These  
 cost savings have greatly increased over the previous two years, as we have strongly encouraged our  
 users to switch to eServices.

• Reduce the human interaction required for basic issues, which allows employees to spend more time su 
 pervising and introducing services that assist customers with more problematic issues and provide  
 one-call/one-visit resolution.
• Reduce long-distance calls for our international customers as they are able to find the services they need  
 on the web from anywhere in the world without the need of contacting an AIS Call Center.

Managing the environmental impact of our operations
Ensuring that we have sustainable operations includes complying with all applicable environmental regulations 
and, where possible, adopting best practices in our operations. Both at our base stations and within AIS’ 
own buildings, it is our priority to manage efficient energy consumption and take care of waste responsibly.

Resources	saved	(EN26)
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Managing energy consumption through the green network and energy-saving 
policies at AIS

The Green Networkli  

To bring convenience, efficiency and undisrupted connectivity to our subscribers everywhere anytime, we 
continue to expand our network coverage nationwide. But alongside considerations of the environmental 
impact of our base stations and construction work is our overall goal to be a “green network” - one that is, 
and stays, friendly to the environment.

In addition to using renewable energy, such as biodiesel, to generate electricity for our base stations, we 
insulate our switching centers to save energy and stabilize temperature, allowing us to replace the industrial-
scale air-conditioners previously used at our base stations with high-quality fans. 

High-quality fans Currently, more than 10,000 base stations have been switched over to fans, equivalent to 
70% of our total base stations.  This has not only reduced the fuel consumption at each base station by 30% 
but also lessened the amount of chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) released into the atmosphere. Iii

Wind turbine power  We introduced wind turbine energy generation to reduce carbon dioxide (CO
2
) emissions 

– the primary greenhouse gas emitted through human activities and the chief cause of global warming – and 
now the plant in Hat Ban Amphur in Chonburi not only powers our base transceiver stations, but also highway 
lights, and is a tourist landmark. Iiii 

Solar cells  Similarly, solar cells help us to reduce our CO
2
 emissions while providing a new source of energy 

particularly viable in remote areas that are off the power grid. AIS currently has 22 solar cell sites throughout 
the country, with a more effective cooling chamber that will reduce energy consumption by 10-20%, and 
modified ventilation that will replace air-conditioners with fans and insulation to reduce cooling requirements.Iiv 

Energy-saving policies at AIS   We’ve made it our business to save energy at AIS, because using energy more 
efficiently lowers costs, conserves the supplies we have, and reduces carbon dioxide emissions. Company-
wide energy-saving measures include:

• Regulating the hours when air-conditioning is used: Mondays from 7:30am to 5:15pm and Tuesdays  
 through Fridays from 7:45am to 5:15pm 
• Turning off the lights from noon to 1:00pm every day everywhere.
• Automating power-saver features on computer monitors after 15 minutes when idle.
• Promoting an awareness of turning off electrical appliances when not in use.
• Holding competitions among floors to see who can save the most energy.
• Prioritizing energy-efficiency when evaluating suppliers, whether for bases, equipment or IT.

The result of these policies was 3% less electricity consumption annually. Iv
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Energy Used [EN 3] Ivi [EN 4] Ivii	

2012	Total	Energy	used	(Fuel)

Energy	used	(Electricity)
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Average	energy	used	(electricity)

Electricity	used	(2012)

Average	electricity
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Greenhouse gas emissions [EN 16]Iviii
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Managing waste 

Battery disposal Iix 

UPS Batteries Ixi  The batteries for network equipment are sold via tender to suppliers with the appropriate 
certifications and licenses to be shredded and recycled. A committee appointed by management oversees 
the entire process, and periodically visits and inspects these recycling plants to ensure that all toxic scraps 
resulting from our business activities are disposed of in a manner that will not be harmful to the environment.

AIS has a range of policies and procedures in place to mitigate 
the environmental impact of our products including the UPS  
batteries used in the network equipment at our switching centers and base 
stations, and the batteries used in cell phones.

These processes are closely monitored at least twice a year, including 
following up on the vendors we retain to dispose of cell phone batteries 
which, in accordance with the law, must be housed in cement containers 
and buried in a landfill.lx

Disposal	of	UPS	batteries	for	main	switching/base	stations	(units)	(EN26)

2.139 5.207 6.133

Cell Phone Batteries Ixii  We are in the second year of a project to recycle cell phone batteries. We selected an 
internationally certified company to manage the recycling process, which is aimed at minimizing our impact 
on the environment as well as reducing manufacturing waste.

Note:	Battery	disposal	numbers	may	deviate	from	year	to	year	as	the	useful	life	of	batteries	differs	among	different	types.

Disposal	of	Cell	Phone	Batterise	(units)	(EN26)

2,520 250 1,115
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In a campaign to raise awareness of the potential dangers of disposing of batteries improperly for both 
public safety and the reduction of toxins in the environment, we succeeded in persuading the public to turn 
in their old, unused or defective cell phone batteries regardless of brand or model at any of AIS’ 33 offices 
nationwide. CPAC, one of AIS’ enterprise customers, also took part in the recycling campaign by calling on 
its own employees to discard their batteries properly. 


